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The class of locally p-indicabie groups coincides with the class of Z, conservative groups. 
Howie’s conjecture is valid for locally p-indicable groups. 
0. Introduction 
In [6], J. Howie codified and generalized a conjecture that had been around for 
a number of years. Namely, if G(r,, . . . , I,) is the free product of G with a free 
group freely generated by t, , . . . , t,; if P is normally generated by wl, . . . , w,~, where 
the matrix M = (ej( w$) of exponent sums of variables tj in words wi has indepen- 
dent rows; then the map G-,G(r,, . . . . t&P should be injective. Howie proves this 
if (3 is locally indicable and references an old paper of Gerstenhaber and Rothaus 
[4] who prove it when G is finite (from which it follows easily if G is locally 
residually finite). 
There are two essential ingredients in Howie’s argument: a combinatorial argu- 
ment about coverings (Section 5 below) and an old result of Adams [ 11, that the in- 
finite cyclic group is Z-conservative. 
The notion of conservative group was apparently rediscovered by Strebel [ 131 
(since he does not refer to AdaIns) and generalized. For any commutative ring R, 
he introduced a class I/(R) of gi*oups (we call them R-conservative below, Definition 
2.1) which agrees with Z-conservative groups if R = Z. Strebel proved also that 
Z-conservative groups are locally indicable. 
In Sections 1 and 2 below we have gathered results on the various derived series 
of groups and on R-conservative groups, and have attempted to stabilize the ter- 
minology. We make no claim for originality there. Of particular interest is the 
Adams subgroup A,(G) of a group G (2.4 below). It is the smallest normal 
subgroup such that G/A,(G) is +conservative. We show A,(G) is p-perfect, an 
argument hat can be traced to Adams [ 11. 
In Section 3 we introduce the class of locally p-indicable groups (1.p.i.) (3.1). If 
p = 00, this is the classical notion of locally indicable groups due to Higman [5] l We 
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prove a criterion (3.4) for a group to be 1.p.i. in terms of graph products J12] of 
1.p.i. vertex groups whose edge groups satisfy a uniformity condition (3.3). It 
follows that Baumslag’s group (a, b 1 u = [s’, a]}, the Baumslag-Solitar groups [2] 
(a, t7 1 ai’ = ba”‘b-I, m +O # n), and p,roups including torus knots (a, b 1 urn = b”, 
nz 7t 0 f: n) are locally indicable (3 51. 
In Section 4 we state the main theorem (4.1) that locally p-indicable groups co- 
incide with Z-conservative groups. The proof occupies Sections 4-6.’ 
In Section 7 we give the application to Howie’s conjecture. In the notation of the 
first paragraI)h of this introduction, it states that if the rows of M, reduced (mod p), 
are linearly independent, then the kernel c C G +G(t,, . . . , Q/P is contained in 
A,(G). In particular, the kernel is trivial in G is locally p-indicable. 
This work was done while on sabbatica1 leave from the University of Utah. 
1. p-derived series 
1.1. The classical derived series { DaG } of a group G is defined by DOG = G and 
D”’ ‘G is the commutator subgroup of DaG. If CT is a limit ordinal, 
WG = &, T, DaG. Since the successive quotients DaG/Da+‘G can have arbitrary 
torsion, this series is of littIe use in the sequel. 
Lt. If p is a prime number and G a group, one lets DpG be the subgroup of G 
genl:rattd by aI1 commutators [x, y] =xyx- *_Y -* and p-th powers xp, x, J E G. Thus 
i>[,G is smallest normal subgroup of G whose factor group G/D,G is a Zp 
( =..?p..‘) vector space. one defines { DiG } inductively by the rule D:’ ‘G = 
I$(D~~G ) and by intersections for limit ordinals a : DFG = nil,, $G. 
1.3. If A is an abelian group, let T(A) be the torsion subgroup of A. For a general 
group G, let Gdh be G/DC and set D,G = 
Ker(G - G&(GJ). 
T‘hu, D,G is the smallest normal subgroup of G whose factor group 
c;X),G~ Gab/r(Gab) is torsion free abelian. One defines { DZG} for ordinals IY as 
hCfcM-c. 
I !4. f-‘or Cal dinality rcasonc, each of the series ( D"G } , (DiG }, (DSG } stabilizes 
Q it h normal subgroups L!(G), &(G), L!,(G) respectively. We have R(G>/DLJ(G)= 
l!,,(G) n,.~~~,(G)=n,(G)/D,n,(G)= { l), motivating the following definition: 
1)efinitian. A group G is perfect or p-perfect (p prime or 00) if G/DG respectively 
G,‘D,,G (p prime or 00) is trivial. 
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1.5. For any group G, U(G) (respectively I&,(G), p prime or 00) is the maximal 
perfect (respectively p-perfect) subgroup of G. From now on we adopt the csnven- 
tion that p is a prime number of 00. The ring ZP denotes Z/pZ if p is prime and 
&I =Z. 
1.6. Example. Let G = (x, y 1 yxy - ’ =x-l), the Klein oottle group. Then DG =(x2) 
but LI,G=(x). Also n(G)=n,(G)={l} VP<=. 
2. p-conservative groups 
2.1. If R is a commutative ring with unit and RG is the group ring of the group 
G, one says G is R-conservative if a homomorphism f: P-+Q of fg projective RG 
modules with 1 BRG f: RO,, P+RO,, Q injective is itself injective. It is im- 
mediate that the condition need only be checked on fg free RG modules. This notion 
is due to Adams [ 1] who used it to establish special cases of the Whitehead Conjec- 
ture. It was rediscovered by Strebel [13], who called such a group a 9(R)-group, 
and who established again man: r of the closure properties of the class of R- 
conservative groups as well as new properties. For historical reasons as well as 
pyschological we adopt Adams’ terminology. 
2.2. The closure properties of the class Y(R) of R-conservative groups may be sum- 
mz+.,.;ized in: 
Theorem [ 1,13 1. ( 1) The class y(R) is closed under filtering direct limits, inverse 
iimits and arbitrary Cartesian products. 
(2) Any subgroup of an R-conservative group is R-conservative. 
(3) If G has a transfinite subnormal series (G,, a s a), GO = G, G,, 1 Q G,, 
G,= (1) with G,/G,,I R-conservative for all a, then G is R-conservative. 
(4) If R = E, (p prime or 00) then the cyclic group ZP is HP-conservative. 
Remark. An immediate consequence of (1) and (4) is that any ZP-vector 
J&-conservative and any torsion free ahelian group is Z-conservative. 
space is 
2.3. Proposition. If G is a group such that II,,,(G) = ( 1 } (p prime or 00) then G is 
Z,-conservative. 
Proof. This is immediate from 2.2 (3) and the remark. 
This result is equivalent o saying that a group containing no nontrivial p-perfect 
subgroups is &-conservative. 
2.4. Proposition. Let G be a group and define A,(G) = n {N: NQ G, G/N 
&,-conservative). Then G/A,(G) is &-conservative and A,(G) is p-perfect. 
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Proof. G/A,(G) is a subgroup of n {G/N: Na /IV Z,-conservative}. Thus the 
first conclusi(‘ci follows from 2.2 (1) and (2). As for the second, consider the short 
exact sequen of groups 1 -+A,(G)io,A,(G)-tc/o,A,(G)~G/A~(G)-+I. By 
the remark following 2.2, A,(G)/D,A,(G) is &-conservative, and G/A,(G) is 
&-conservative. The result follows from 2.2 (3). 
We shall A,,(G) the Adams p-subgroup of the group G. Observe that 
A,(G)I&(G) since G/Q(G) has no nontrivial p-perfect subgroups, hence is 
Z,-conservative by 2.3. 
2.5. The following result summarizes the connection between the derived series 
(D”G} and (DgG} for an important class of groups. 
Theorem [ 13,3,1]. Let G be the fundamental group of a connected 2-compfex X 
srrch that E&(X; Z) = 0 and H, (X; Z) is torsion free. 
(1) For all ordinals CT, DaG = DZG, so n(G) = n,(G). 
(2) H,(n(G),Z)=O for i= I,2 and Hi(A,(G),Z)=O for i= 1,2. 
(3) G/n(G) and G/A,(G) both have cd-52. ‘I. 
The statements for /7(G) are due to Strebel [13] as well as (3), whereas (2) for 
A,(G) is due to Cohen [3]. 
2.6. There is an analogous result for {DqG}, which is proved by identical 
met hods: 
Theorem. Let G be the fundamental group qf a connected 2-complex X with 
H,(X; Z,,) = 0 (pi 00). Then 
(I) H,(H[,(G); Zp)=Hi(A,(G); &j=O for i= 1,2. 
(27 G/I&,(G) and G/A,,(G) have cdZPs2. 
2.7, .4s an example of the preceding ideas suppose G is a Z-conservative group and 
a Magnus group, so G has a presentation .r) with deficiency equal to the rank of 
H,(G). We claim G has a 2-dimensional K(G, 1). To see this, let X be the 
Z-complex constructed from the presentation I 4: one circle for each generator, one 
Lx11 for each relator. An Euler characteristic computation shows rank 
H,(X; 2) = 0, whence H?(X; Z’) =O. Since G is Z conservative, one deduces 
H,(X; 2”) = 0, where X is the universal cover of X. Thus X is aspherical, 
X= K(G, 1). 
3. Locally p-indicable groups 
3.1. Definition. A group G is p-indicable (pi 00) if either G = { I} or G admits a 
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homomorphism onto ZP. The group G is ~ocd~y p-indicable (abbreviated 1.p.i. in 
the sequel) if every fg subgroup of G is p-indicable. 
The notion has its origins in G. Higman’s thesis [S], where he defined a group 
G to be indicable if it mapped nontrivially to Q and thorougly indicable if every 
nontrivial subgroup was indicable. This latter notion is quite restrictive, since it 
implies n,(G) = 1, thus does not allow the possibility of nontrivial m-perfect 
subgroups. The notion that has been generally accepted is that of locah’y indicable 
groups which coincides with our locally-a-indicable (1.m.i) groups. These groups 
may have a-perfect subgroups, but all such are infinitely generated. 
It is not difficult to show directly that the class of 1.p.i. groups is closed under 
the operations of (l), (2), (3) in 2.2; namely filtering directed limits, inverse limits, 
products, subgroups, and transfinite extensions; and of course ZP is 1.p.i. We omit 
the details since a much stronger result is true: G is 1.p.i. iff G is ZP-conservative. 
We offer here another method of producing 1.p.i. groups. 
3.2. Recall [ 121 a graph of groups consists of an oriented (connected) graph f; for 
each vertex u and edge e of l-’ groups G,, G,, and injections Ge -+GaM, G, --+Ga,e, 
mere llOe is the initial vertex of e and a,e is the terminal vertex (which may be the 
same vertex) 
a0e -+ ale. e 
The graph product or fundamental group G,[12, lo] is defined. In effect, one 
chooses XU = K(G,, 1) and Xe =K(G,, 1) and glues Xe x I to Xa$ and Xa,P at the 
ends of the interval via the given maps G,+Ga,,. In the resulting space X, one 
chooses a base point, and sets zt (X) =: GP The key result we need is the subgroup 
theorem, which states that any subgroup HIG,- is itself a graph product, where 
edge groups (respectively vertex groups) are of the form HnxG,x-’ (respectively 
HnxG,x- ’ ) for certain x E Gr. 
3.3. Definition. A group G is uniformly p rank 1 if for any nontrivial subgroup 
Sr G, I;rl (S; k) is of k-dimension 1. Here k is any field of characteristic p (if 
p = 00, this means “characteristic 0”). As examples, Z is uniformly p rank 1 for all 
p; Z, is of uniform p rank 1; and any subgroup of Q is of uniform m-rank 1. A 
more exotic example is G = (a, b 1 a = [b, a]). It is not difficult to show that G is of 
uniform 00 rank 1. 
3.4. Theorem . Let pr 00 and let (I’, G,, G,) be a graph of groups, where the 
vertex groups G, are I.p.i. and edge groups G, are uniformly p rank 1. Then the 
graph product G is 1.~. i. 
Proof. Let 1 #I% G,- where H is fg. Then H is a graph product by the subgroup 
theorem. Let the graph be r’, vertex and edge groups H,, H, for vertices U, e of & l 
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Since H is fg, we may assume, without loss of generality, that & is finite. If Tr is 
a maximal tree ofr,, any edge e of & \ 7’i corresponds to an I-INN extension, hence 
a nontrivial homomorphism H *Z --H ZP. Thus we are done unless 7’, = rl, which 
we assume from now on is the case. 
We may exhaust T,, beginning with a vertex o, adding one edge at a time, in 
such a way that at each stage the partial graph is connected, hence a tree. In this 
way, by a secondary induction on a number of edges of T,, we are reduced to 
showing the theorem in the case $ is one edge with two distinct vertices, u. and til: 
Assume then that Ho0 and Ho, are 1.p.i. and Hc is of uniform p-rank 1; 
H = HP,, *HP Ht,, . Let k be a field of characteristic p (i.e. characteristic 0 if p = 00) 
and compute H,(H; k). By the Mayer-Vietoris Theorem, there is an exact sequence 
It’ H,,,, is trivial, then He = { 1) , so HI (H; k) = H, (H,, ; k) # 0, since HL,, # { 1) (other- 
wise H= 1) and Ho, is 1.p.i. Since H is fg, this implies the existence of a 
homomorphism H -+C$,. The argument if Ho, = ( 1) is similar. 
If neither H,,(, nor H,,, is trivial, then dim, H1(H,,; k) 2 1. Since dim, H,(H,; k) I 1 
(H,. is uniformly p-rank 1) we deduce from the exact sequence (*) that 
dim, HI (H; k)z 1. Again this implies the existence of a map H-HZ, since H is fg. 
This completes the proof of 3.4. 
3.5. Examples. Let B = (a, b ) a = [a’, a]) where ab = bab-‘, [x, y] =xyx- ‘y- *. We 
claim B is 1.p.i. for all p. But B retracts onto (b) by a --+l and the proof of the 
Freiheitssatz [8] shows that B=(a,, al, b 1 a0 = [al, ao], baob-’ = a,). Thus B is a 
graph product with vertex group (ao, a1 1 a0 = [al, ao]>= G and edge group Z. 
We have already remarked that G is 1.p.i. and Z is uniformly p rank 1. Thus B is 
lpi. 
The example is of interest since the commutator subgroup LIB is perfect. 
Likewise the Baumslag-Solitar groups {a, b / ba”‘b-’ = an, m #O# n) and the 
groups (a, b ( a”’ = If’, tn +O f n> are 1.p.i. 
3.6. Remark. One may gsk whether Example 3.5 is indicative of a more general 
phenomellzz whet her torsion free l-relator groups are Z-conservative. Lydon’s 
identity theorem glvt; some evider?ce for this in the following sense. Let F be free 
on uI, .+.,aIPl and let 1 #it z F, R@F, R not a proper power in F. Let 
G=(a,,..., a, 1 R). Since the deficiency of the presentation for G is the rank of 
H,(G), if G were conservative it would, by 2.6, have a 2-dimensional K(G, 1). This 
is indeed the case, by Lydoil’s theorem fL].2 
J J. Hot% ie informed me th,_,t S.D. Brodskii established that torsion free I-relator groups are locall) 
indicable (Uqwkhi Xlat. Nauk 35, 4 (1980)). 
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3.7. Remark. There is an amalgam F*, G which is perfect (even acyclic), where F 
and G are free of rank 2 and M is free of rank 4. For let H= (a, b, c, d). There is 
an injection of H into F which maps (a, b) homologically onto F (i.e. an = on H,) 
and takes c, d into DF. Similarly there is an injection of H into G which maps (c, d) 
homologically onto G and takes a, b into DG. The Mayer-Vietoris Theorem shows 
that F *,., G so constructed is acyclic. Thus F *H G is certainly not 1.p.i. I learned of 
this example from .I. Stallings. 
4. Statement of the main result 
4.1. Theorem. The class of locally p-indicable groups coincides with the class of 
&-conservative groups (p 5 a). 
The fact that Z-conservative groups are locally indicable is due to Strebel [ 131. 
The generalization, that &-conservative implies l.p.i., involves such slight 
modifications of Strebel’s argument hat it is not worth repeating here. 
The proof of the converse, that locally p-indicable implies E,-conservat ive, 
involves a geometric tower argument based on ideas of Howie [6]. The argument 
will be given in succeeding sections. Here we set up the algebraic machinery used 
in the last part of the proof. 
4.2. Suppose G is a group, R is a fixed commutative ring with unit, and RG is the 
group ring. A pattern (over R) is a 5-tuple (G, f: P--+Q, x) where f is a homo- 
morphism of fg free RG modules P, Q such that 
is injective and such that XE P with f(x) = 0. Observe that G is R-conservative iff 
for each pattern (G, f: P-Q, x) one has x = 0. 
A morphism of patterns 
(G,,f,:WQ,,x,)=(G,f:P+Q,x) 
consists of a homomorphism of groups @: G, +G, and homomorphisms of 
RG-modules 
a : RG 6&, P1 -+ P, P:RGO,,, QI -+Q 
such that the following diagram commutes 
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and such that a( 1 @xi) =x. Here RG is a right RG, module via @. 
It is a straightforward .natter to check that composition of morphisms of patterns 
is well dIefined and that the identity is a morphism, so one has a category of patterns. 
4,3. Lemma. If 
(G,, fi :PI *Ql,x,)- (Gf: P--+QA 
is a morphism of patterns and @ : G I -+ G is trivial, then x = 0. 
Proof. @ : Gi -+G factors through 1, so one has a commutative diagram 
PI 
Y-, 1 ov 
’ RGO,,, 9, a P 
I I- 
= 
RO,,, P, -+ RGCMRO,,, P,) 
The image of xl under P1 -+RG&,, PI --% P is x by hypothesis. But the image of 
x1 under P, --+R@&, P, is 0, since fi(.q)=O and 1 @f, : RO,,, PI&,, Qt is in- 
jective. A diagram chase completes the proof. 
4.4. We can now recast 4.1 in the form in which it will be proved. 
Theorem. Let R = Zp (pc 00) and let (G, f: P-+Q, x) be any pattern (over ;zp>. 
Then there is a morphism of putterns 
(G,,f, :I=, -Q,,x,)*‘)+(G,f :P-+Q,x) 
with G, fg and p-perfect. 
The proof will occupy succefzding sections. 
4.5. Corollary. Let G be Iccally p-indicable. Then G is Z,-conservative. 
Proof’. Let _f: P-Q be a homomorphism of fg free Z,G modules such that 
ltFf::- /A$-,.(; P-Q,@-. I Q is injective. Let x E P with f(x) = 0, and consider the 
pattern (G, f: P-Q, A-):‘&~ Theorem 4.4 there is a morphism of patterns 
with GI f’g and p-perfect. SirIce G is 1 .p.i., it follows that #(G,) = { 1). Lemma 4.3 
implies A-- 0. The proof of 4.5 is complete, assuming Theorem 4.4. 
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5. Towers and homology 
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5.1. A tower is a map K LL of connected CW complexes uch that g is a finite 
composition of inclusions of connected subcompleAw and of connected covering 
maps. If the inclusions all belong to some class .d’ and the coverings to some class 
4?, g is called an @‘, a) tower. 
5.2. An (&, a)-tower lifting of a map X f -L of connected CW complexes is a 
commutative triangle 
f’ K 
X / 4 g .f 
L 
where g is an (,o/, ..8)-tower. The lifting f’ is maximal if the only (.d, .#)-tower lifting 
of F’ is the trivial one, 
f’ K 
X 
/ \I 1 f' L 
5.3. A map K L L of CW complexes is combinatorial if it maps each open cell 
of K homeomorphically onto a cell of L. Combinatorial maps possess images in the 
CW-category. Every inclusion of a subcomplex is combinatorial. If p : X-+ Y is a 
covering map with Y a CW complex, then X can be given a (unique) CW structure 
such that p is combinatorial. 
5.4. Lemma [a]. Let ,d be a class of inclusion maps of CW complexes including 
inclusions of finite connected subcomplexes, and let .3 be a class of coverings. Let 
X, L be connected CW complexes with X finite. Then any combinatorial map 
f : X --) L has a maximal (.a/, 3 )-tower lifting. cl 
5.5. Proposition. Let L be a l-connected CW complex and let z E H,,(L; Z$). 
There is a finite l-connected CW complex X, a class < E HJX; iz,), and a com- 
binatorial map f : X --) L such that f&) = z. 
Proof. By considering closures of carriers of a representative chain of 2, we see 
there is a finite connected subcomplex L1 of L, q E H,(LI; Z,), such that i&Q = z 
where i is the inclusion. Let g, , . . . 9 g, be generators for nl (L; ; u), v any O-cell. Since 
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g, is null homotopic in L, by [H] there is a combinatorial map &hi. L such that 
(1) & is a planar 1 -connected 2-complex, 
(2) 3r (Y(‘))cL, 2nd the image I i 
[S’, y,“‘] hJv * - [S’, LJ 
contains the conjugacy class of gi. 
Form the adjunction space X by attaching 5 to L1 via hi ] Y;.(l) for all i. Extend 
the inclusion L1 2 L to a map f : X +L by f 1 Yi = hi. Clearly f is combinatorial. 
Since Yi(‘) is contractible ir, Yi and since the gi generate nl(L1 ; u), the van Kampen 
theorem [9] implies X k 1-connected. If j : L1 +X is the inclusion, define 
6 -j,(q) E H,,(X; ZJ Since _, Co j= i, we have f*(t) = t, which completes the proof. 
5.6. Let G be a group and P, and Q fg free iZ,G modules. let f: P-+Q be a 
Z,,G-homomorphism. 
Pmposition. There is a CW pair (L, K) such that L and K are connected crtith base 
point in K and 
(1) L (2) = K 
(2) L \ K ckists of cells in only two adjacent dimensions n and n + 1, n > 2, 
(3) n,(K)=q(L)=G, and 
(4) if (& K) is !he universal cover pair, then the connecting homomorphism 
is identified with f : P-+ Q. 
Proof. Pick bases pl, . . . , pr and yl, . . . , qs for P and Q respectively, so we may 
ideniit’~~ P and Q with (Z,,G)’ and (Z,G)” (row vectors) respectively. Let 
J- 1 
and choose Uji E: ZG with q,--+aii under HG *Z,G. Then f can be viewed as 
reduction (mod p) of the homomorphism (ZG)‘-+(ZG)” with matrix (cx$ 
Let K be a pointed connected 2-complex with nl(K) = G. Let r1>2. Let 
L, = KvS;‘V-+S:], where S: is a copy of S”, all attached at the base point of K. 
Then fI,,(&, k;; Z)n(ZG)“. By the relative Hurewicz theorem, q,(&, k?) = 
Ir,l(L, $ ht; 2) = (HG)?;. Thus given (ail, aiz, . . . , aiS) =ri E (Z.G)S, we may attach an 
(n + 1 )-ceil e: + ’ to L, by the class of map de/ + I + L 1 represented by ri c n,,(L, K) = 
n,,(l~, Af). Thus we get 
Since C,~.,(~,,;iLn)-H,,,,(t,~,;~)=(HG)’ and C,,(L’,~;Z)=H,,(~~,~;Z)= 
(-“G )‘, the construction shows that 
d n + I : c,, l ,(l, k3; Z)-+C,,(L, R; Z) 
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has matrix (q). Thus the reductjan (mod p) 
has matrix (a,$ and has been identified vith f: P+Q as homomorphisms of Z,,G 
modules. This completes the proof of 5.6. 
6. Proof of Theorem 4.4. 
6.1. Let (G, f: P+Q,x) be a pattern over 72,. Recall f: P+Q is a homomorphism 
of fg free Z,G modules, XE ker f, and 1 QHyc f is injective. By Proposition 5.6, 
there is a relative CW pair (L, K), % (*)=K, q(L)=q(K)=G, L\K a union of n 
and (n + 1).cells (n>2), such that d,+ 1 : Cn + ,<z, g; Z,)+C,,(L, R; Z,) is identified 
with f : P-+Q. Since l&+- d, + 1 is the chain boundary 
we see that XEH ,,+&R;&,) and H,,+,(L,K;Z,J=O. 
Conversely, if (L, K) is a connected CW pair satisfying conditions (l), (3, and 
(3) of Proposition 5.6, and if H,+ l(L, K; Zu) = 0, then any XE H,,+ ,(L, J?; Zp) 
determines the pattern 
(G 4, + 1 : G+ AZ, R; H,)-rC,(L, R; iz,), x) 
with G: = n,(L). 
6.2. Let (L,, K,) *(L, K) be a combinatorial map of pointed connected CW 
pairs with L\*)= K,, L(*) = K and L, \K, and L \K consisting of only n 
and (n + 1)-cells (n >2). Assume H,, + , (L,,Kl;~,)=H,,,l(L,K;~,,)=O. Let 
q EH,, ,(&, R,: zp)- 
I I 
(L,X,) 9 CL, K) 
Choice of base points in the universal cover pairs determines a map 
4: (&, RI)-@, R) covering @. Furthermore the situation is equivariant. Zf 
kG,=rr,(L,), then tf07~=7~~(~p$ when &. l G,-+G=n,L is induced by Q, and 
7\, dxotes the deck transformation of (&, R,). Let x =&(A-,) E H, + , (z, R; ii?,). 
Lemma. t$ determines a morphism of patterns 
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This follows since 6 induces a chain ;nap CI (&, &)-+Cl (& If). 
6.3. Let (G, f: P+Q, x) be a pattern over Z$, and let (L, K) be the relative CW pair 
constructed in 6.1 from this pattern, so AX H,+ ,(L, R; Zp) = H,+ t(z; ZJ (since 
n > 2 and L’“) - K). By Proposition 5.5 there is a finite l-connected CW complex 2, 
a class z E H, + 1 (2; ZJ, and a combinatorial map g : 2 -*L such that g*(z) =x. Let 
g : Z-4 be the composite 
Thus g is a combinatorial map. 
We may apply Lemma 5.4 with .3/ the class of inclusion maps of finite sub- 
complexes and .A the class of connected regular coverings with groups of covering 
transformations &-conservative. Then g : Z-+L has a maximal (<d, A?) tower 
lifting, which we denote g, : 2 -+Lt , so we have a commutative diagram 
with t: LpL an ( :Y, A)-tc~er. We assume all the spaces are pointed and maps 
preserve the base point. 
Lemma. 1, I is a finite comylex and q (L 1) is p-perfect. 
Proof. Since the combinatorial map gl has an image in the CW category, we could 
replace L1 by the finite complex g](Z) to get an extension of the tower t and lift of 
g. Thus & =g,(Z) is finite. If nl(L1) were not p-perfect, then Z7&r1(Ll))#n1(L1) 
(see 1 .S for notation). Let G= TI~(L~)/Z~~(~(LJ). By 2.3, C is &,-conservative, so 
defines a proper cover Lz 4 L 1 in the class .d. Since Z is 1 -connected, the map 
Z ?L L 1 lifts through p to give g, : Z -+Lz such that pog2 =g,. This contradicts 
the maximality of g,. Thus n,(L,) is p-perfect and the lemma is established. 
6.4. Preserving the notation of 6.3, we let K, = L’,” and observe that Ll\Kl is a 
union of n and (n + 1) cells. Pick a base point in the cover pair (tt, &) and denote 
GI z n,(L,). There is a lift & : Z-+& of g,, 
i 
-t 
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and a lift F: t, -+z of t determined by the base points. One has tOgI =g 
and io &=& again by the fact base points correspond. Let x1 = (& )*dz) E 
H,,+ & &; Z$,). We see that i&xl) =XE H,+ r[?, R; ZP). If we knew that 
Hn + l(L1, K1 ; ZP) = 0, then we could apply Lemma 6.2 to f Since G1 = nl(L 1) is 
p-perfect, his would complete the proof of Theorem 4.4. Thus the following result 
will finish the proof of 4.4: 
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6.5. Lemma. Suppose Lr 2 L is an (*d, S) tower with & and L8 as above, M here 
L is a CW complex of dimension bn + 1 and H, + l(L; 12,) = 0. 7’hen 
H,.r(L,; z/.,)=0. 
Proof. By an induction it suffices to establish this when t E .d’ or t E &. In the latter 
case, L$+ L is a regular connected cover with group G $-conservative. But 
C.(L,;ZJ is a free fg iZ,G complex and H,,+,(L,,ZP)=Kerd,.I:C,.I(L,,Z,,)-, 
C,,(Lr ; ZP). This result follows from the definition of +conservative group G. 
If Lr -+L is the inclusion of a finite subcomplex, since there are no cells in 
dimension n + 2, we get H,+ 2 (L, L 1 ; ZP) = 0. The exact sequence 
H,+z(L,L,; ~&+H,+,(L,; Z&+H,,+r(L; ZP) 
together with H,+ 1 (L; ZP) =0 gives the result. The proof of 6.5 is complete. 
7. Equations in groups 
Theorem. 7.1. Let (L, K) be a pointed connected pair of CW complexes and assume 
L \ K consists of only a finite number of I- and kells. If H,(L, K; ZP) = 0, then 
any element XE Ker(nl(K)-,nl(L)) =N is contained in an fg p-perfect subgroup of 
It1 Wh 
Proof. By [6], there is a combinatorial map f : X-+L of a finite planar l-connected 
2 complex X such that 
(1) f(X(‘))CK and 
(2) The image of 
[S’ 
(f I x”‘), 
9 x”‘] - IS’, Kl 
contains the conjugacy class of x. By Lemma 5.4, there is a maximal (,d, .$)-tower 
lifting fi : X-+L,, 
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of J t Q ==f, t an (.Y’, .8)-tower, where .d is the class of inclusions of finite con- 
nected subcomplexes and ,$ ; s the clas’s of regular (connected) covers with group of 
covering transformations &-conservative. The argument of 6.3 shows L1 is finite 
and II,(&) is 
sequence of a 
K 
K 
fg and p-perfect. An nrgument analogous to 6.5, using the exact 
triple with KI = pull back of K in LI, 
shows H2(LI, K, : Z,) = 0. One deduces that HI (K,; ZP) = 0. Wow K1 is in general 
disconnected, but sits in the connected complex L,. We may join up the connected 
components of S1 by arcs in L\” in such a way that for the resulting finite complex 
M, H&M, ZP) = 0. Denote Q the restriction of t to M, Q : M-X Now choose a base 
point in M, so q(M) is p-perfect, so @*n,(M) is an fg p-perfect subgroup of 
n,(K). But fi : X-+L1 is such that f,lX(‘))CK,CM. It follows from the fact that 
(f 1 X(‘)),([S’, X’“]) contains the conjugacy class of x that there is an element 
&xl(M) such that 
(1) the conjugacy class of r is in (fi 1 X(‘$+[S’, X(‘)] c q(M), 
(2) c-+1 under q(M)--v,(L,) 
(3) Q&) is conjugate to x in TIN. 
To see (2), e.g., consider the commutative diagram 
x’” c x 
and recall X i.s l-connected. Thus Q*(T) EN= Ker nl(K)-vrl(L). Since e*(c) is con- 
_iugate to s, and e*(r) is contained in the fg p-perfect subgroup Q&~(M)) of 
;‘I! (K), it fiolbows that _Y is contained in an fg p-perfect subgroup of z1 K. This 
rzstablishes Theorem 7.1. 
‘7.2. Corollary. N,c A&q (K)). 
I?roof. Let XE N. By the theorem there is an fg p-perfect subgroup M of G = q(K) 
Gth XEH. Now G/A,(G) is p-conservative by 2.4. Thus G/A,(G) is 1.p.i. by 
Theorem 4.4. Thus the image of H in G/A,(G) is trivial, i.e. HIA,( Hence 
.Y E A,,(G). Since this is true for all x E N, we deduce Nc A&@)). 
7.3. WC can rephrase these results in group theoretic language. Let G be a group 
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. 
and lG(r,, . . ..t.,)=G *(tr> *e** * (t,,) where each ti is an (independent) infinite cycle. 
Let ‘WI, .. . . w,,,eG&, . . . . tn) and define the matrix M= (ei(wJ) whose i-th row is 
the vector of exponent sums of variables tj in wi (ei : G(t,, . . . , tn) -+Z is the 
homomorphism sending G to 0, an:;l ti to 60, KronecXzr’s delta). The matrix A4 is 
independent (or ‘=-independent’) if the rows are linearly independent and 
p-independent if the reduction (mod p) of M has rows independent over Zp 
(naturally, p independence implies independence). 
Let H=G(t,, . . . . t,)/P where p is the normal closure of wl, . . . , IV,,, , and let 
$I : G -+ H be the induced map. Let N= Ker $I. Howie’s conjecture states that N = ( 1 } 
if the rows of M= (ej(wi)) are independent. 
7.4. Preserving the notations of 7.3, let K be a pointed connected 2-comp!ex with 
q(K) =G. Let L be obtained from K following the presentation for H. Thus 
L=KVS:,V.==Vs:nve:V...Ve~ where $, is attached trivially at the base point of 
K and ef is attached to KV V:= 1 S:, via Wj E q(KV V,f!= I SJ). The van Kampen 
theorem [9] implies q(L) = H and inclusion K-+L induces @ : CWH. 
7.5. Lemma. The rows of M-(ej(w;)) are p independent ur H,(L, K; Zp) =0 
(pr 4. 
Proof. The chain differentral 
d2: c2w, K; ql)+C,(L, K; ZP> 
is exactly the matrix M when the groups are given their natural, bases of cells. M 
is p-independent iff ker dz = 0 iff H2(L, K; Zp) = 0. 
7.6. Theorem. Let G be a group and let H = G( t, , . . . , tJ/P, where P is norinal(u 
generated by wl, . . . , w,,,. Let N = Ker(G + H). If M = (ej(wi)) is p-independent, 
Ihen Nr A,(G). 
Proof. Let K and L be constructeid as in 7.4. Since M is p-independent, 
H2(L, K; ZP)= 0 by 7.5. Corollary 7.2 shows that Nc A,(G). This completes the 
proot’. 
7.7. Corollary. With the notation of 7.6, if G is locally p-indicable, N = ( 1) . 
Proof. If G is l.p.i., G is p-conservative by 4.4. Thus A,(G) == { 11, so N= { 1). 
Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.7 are due to Howie ic the case p = 00. The proof 
of 7. E incorporates those mostly notational changes in Howie’s argument needed to 
handle p< 00. 
Let us deduce one more application to the ‘classical’ Kervaire conjecture, one 
variable and exponent sum 1 [ 111. 
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7.8. Theorem. Let G be a group and w E G(t) with exponent sum of t in w equal 
to 1. Let H = G(t)/P where P is the normal closure of w and let N be the kernel of 
the composite G-+G(t)++H. Then NI~,,,A,(G). 
W. Example. Let G = s3. Then A,(G) = A3 and A,(G) = G, p#2. Thus 
n Pam A,(G)= AS. 0n the other hand, N= { 1) by the theorem of Gerstenhaber 
and Rothaus (41. 
7.10. I cannot resist closing with a remark about Higman’s group, 
(see [ 12, p. 18). Since G is perfect, pp(i;) = G. Also G has no proper subgroups of 
finite index. Thus G is not locally residually finite. It would appear natural to look 
for a counterexample to Howie ,, ‘Y conjecture [6] in G if one were disinclined to 
believe it, or prove it for G if otie wanted to produced good evidence for it. 
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